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The prolongation method of Wahlquist and B&brook is applied to the Landau- 
Lifshitz equation. The resulting prolongation algebra is shown to be isomorphic 
to a subalgebra of the tensor product of the Lie algebra SO(~) with the elliptic 
curve 3,-z$=j,-j, (a$= 1,2,3), which is essentially a subalgebra of the Lie 
algebra applied by Date et al. in a different context. Taking a matrix 
representation of so( 3) gives rise to a Lax pair of the Landau-Lifshitz equation 
in agreement with the results found by Sklyanin. A system of related equations 
is deduced which can be used for the computation of auto-Backlund 
transformations of the Landau-Lifshitz equation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we shall apply the prolongation method of Wahlquist and Estabrook to the 
Landau-Lifshitz equation 

s,=sxs,+sxJs, [S/=1 (1) 

with S= (S,,S,,S,) and J=diag(ji,jz,js). S(x,t) is called the magnetization vector and the 
matrix J characterizes the interaction anisotropy. Throughout this paper we assume j,#j,, 
j,# j3, and j,# j t , which corresponds to full anisotropy. 

Many authors studied the isotropic case (J=O), cf. for instance, Lee et al,’ or special 
anisotropies (ii= j, or j,= j,). However, Date et aZ.2 and Mikhailov3 also paid attention to 
the case of full anisotropy. Date et al. described Eq. ( 1) in terms of a free fermion on an elliptic 
curve and applied an infinite-dimensional Lie algebra of quadratic forms, which acts on solu- 
tions as infinitesimal Biicklund transformations. 

Sklyanin found a Lax pair of the fully anisotropic Landau-Lifshitz equation, in which the 
elliptic curve 

played an important role. 

vi-vi= j,- j, (a$= 1,2,3) (2) 

In this paper we show that applying the prolongation method of Wahlquist and Estabrook 
to Eq. ( 1) gives rise to a prolongation algebra in which the elliptic curve (2) again plays an 
essential role. In fact, we prove that the prolongation algebra is isomorphic to a subalgebra of 
SO(~) @A, where A is the quotient algebra of C[v, ,u2,u3] with respect to the ideal generated by 
relations (2). Essentially this is a subalgebra of the algebra found by Date et al. 

Realizing this algebra by means of an appropriate matrix representation leads to a Lax pair 
which agrees with the results found by Sklyanin. If we take a vector field representation of 
so (3) instead, we obtain a system of related equations which can be used for the computation 
of auto-Backlund transformations for the Landau-Lifshitz equation. 

Moreover, the results obtained in this paper, especially the explicit structure of the pro- 
longation algebra, may clarify the relationship with the algebraic approach to the Landau- 
Lifshitz equation by Date et aL2 

Related work on Heisenberg models has been performed recently by De et aL4 and Zhang 
et al. 5 
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II. PROLONGATION OF THE LANDAU-LIFSHITZ EQUATION 

If 9=&S,-SxS,-SxJS=O, 1 SI - l=O)CJ’(x,t;S) is the Landau-Lifshitz equation 
and 9 m C J” (x&S) its inilnite prolongation in the infinite jet bundle, we can consider on 9 m 
the set of total differential operators D, and D, given by 

D,=d,+ 2 Si+lmasi, 
i=O 

Dt=at+ i S&t' asi 
i=O 

with S,,= D$$ and asi = (as, i ,as2,i ,as3 i>. Obviously the integrability condition [D, , Dt] = 0 is 
satisfied. 

In _this_setting prolongation can be described-as follows (cf. Ref, 6): find a c_overing 
( i?‘mLDx, D,)-such that there exists a projection ~9~2 9’, with 7*(D,)=D,, P(Dt)=Dt 
and D, and D, satisfy the integrability condition [D, , Dt] = 0. 

If we consider, in local coordinates, coverings of the form 3 m = T m X W, There W is 
some &rite dimentional manifold, the total differential operators D, and D, take the 
form D,= 0,+X, D,= D,+ T, where X and Tare differential operators on W with coefficients 
in9 m . If W has local coordinates (wi,...,w,), X and T can be written as 

X= i Wi,.$wi 9 ~x(Wi)=Wi,x* 
i=l 

(3) 

T= i Wi,Jwi, Et(WiI=Wi,t 
i=l 

with Wi,x and Wi,t differential functions on ‘??- . 
For the actual computation of the prolongation structure of the Landau-Lifshitz equation 

we temporarily use spherical coordinates S= (cos v sin u,sin v sin u,cos u), in which case Eq. 
( 1) can be rewritten to 

u,= -sin II v,- 2 cos u u,v,+ (ji- j2)sin 24 cos v sin v, 
(4) 

v,=u,/sin 24-cos 24 v2,+cos u( j, cos2 v+ j, sin2 v-j3). 

Wahlquist and Estabrook prolongation is equivalent to taking X=X( u,v,u~,v~) and 
T = T( u v II v 9, x9 x ). In this case the integrability condition 

[o,,otl=D,(T)-Dt(X)+[X,Tl=O 

gives rise to an overdetermined system of differential equations which can be solved to give 

x=p*s+p4, 

T=(PxS) *S,+WxP) -S+p,, 
(5) 

where P= (p1,p2,p3) and PXP= ([p2,p&[p3,~1],[~1 ,p2]). In addition p1 ,...,p5 have to satisfy 
the relations 

(6) 

and 
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(7) 

Ill. IDENTIFICATION OF THE PROLONGATION ALGEBRA 
Since p4 and p5 are elements of the center of the prolongation algebra, we can restrict 

ourselves to identifying the Lie algebra P defined as the algebra generated by pl, p2, and p3 and 
subjected to relations (7). In order to identify P we first notice that P admits a Zi- grading 
given by 

degh)=(O,Ll), deg(pd=(W,lL deg@d=(LW) (8) 

such that relations (7) are homogeneous. Since the Lie algebra SO(~) ={x,y,z} with standard 
relations 

[WI =z, [y,zl =x, [z,x] =y 
admits the same grading, with 

deg(x)=(O,LlL deg(y)=(l,Ql), deg(z)=(l,l,O), 

we propose that pl, p2, and p3 be of the form 

pl=x@vl, p2=yov2, p3=zov3. (9) 

Substituting Eq. (9) into Eq. (7) we find that vl, v2, and v3 satisfy the set of relations (2). 
Therefore, let A be the elliptic curve defined by 

A=@[vl,v2,v3]/I(v~-vi+ j,- jfi,c@= 1,2,3), 

and let R be the subalgebra of so ( 3 ) 8 A generated by x 8 vl, y o v2, and z Q v3. We shall prove 
that P is isomorphic to R. In order to prove this we need the following lemma. 

Lemma 3.1: If we define a filtration ( Rn),eN* on R by 

R1=(~~~l,y~~2,~~~3), R”= C [RIR’I (n>l), 
i+ jcn 

then dim(R”/R”-‘) =3 for every n > 1. 

Proof: From the definition of the filtration and relations (2) it is clear that R”/R”-’ is 
generated as a linear space by elements of the form 

x@ T;(vl,v2,v3), y@ T;(Ul,v2,v3), Z@ T;(Ul,U2&3) 

with Tl, Tz, and T; monomials in vl, v2, and v3 of total degree n. Furthermore, using an 
induction argument and the relations in so( 3) one can easily prove that the power of Vi in Tj’ 
has to be odd for n odd and even for n even, and the opposite for the powers of both 
U(i+l)mti3 and U(i+2)moci3 in C’. 

Using relations (2), it is easily shown that modulo R”-l, for n is odd or even, we can 
always find a representant for which the power of vi in Tj’ is 1 or 0 and the power of 
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uCi+ tjrnod j is 0 or 1, respectively. Thus we see that T: has only one degree of freedom and hence 
dim(R”/R”-‘)=3. cl 

Using lemma 3.1 we can directly prove 
Theorem 3.2: The Lie algebra P is isomorphic to the algebra R, the isomorphism being 

given by 

Pl++X@Vl, P2HY@V2, p3-Z@v3. 

ProoJ Since R satisfies relations (7) with p1 =x o ul, p2=y o v2, and p3 =z ta u3 it is clear 
that R is a quotient algebra of P. On P we define a filtration (P)neN by 

P’=&,p2,p3), P”= C [Pi9P’l (n>l). 
i+ j<n 

Since R”/R”- ’ is a quotient space of P “/P ‘- ’ we have dim (P ‘/P n-1) ) 3. Due to lemma 3.1 
we are done if we can prove that dim( P “/P n- ’ ) = 3 for all n. Therefore, we define 

x1=p1, y1=p2, z1=p3 

and inductively define for n > 1 

xn= [Yl,Z,-11, Yn= [zt,x,-11, &I= [Xl,Y,-11. 

Notice that the grading on P defined by Eq. (8) can be extended to x,, y,, and z, by 

deg(x,)=(O,l,l), deg(y,)=(l,O,l), deg(z,)=(l,l,O) (01). 

Using the Jacobi identity, we shall prove by induction that for every n > 1 

(1) [Xi,Xj]=cyi~j]=[Zi,Z']=O for i+j=?I. 
(2) [Xi,Yj] =z~ mod P ‘- ‘for i+ j = n, and similarly for cyclic permutations of x, y, and z. 

Hence, P “/P ‘-’ = (x, ,y,, ,zn), the desired result. 
For n=2, 3 this is obvious, due to relations (7). For n>4 we have 

(1) Iyi,zk] = xj+k + Bl<j+s,~lfor j+k<n due to the grading on Pmd the induction 
hypothesis. Hence the Jacobi identity for xi, yj , and zk with i+ j + k= n and the induction 
hypothesis yield 

[XiJj+kl+ bjtYi+kl + LZkrZi+jl =” 

From these equations we shall prove that 

[XiJn-i] = [Yi,Yn-il = [zi9zn-il =O 

for i= 1 ,...,[(n- 1)/2] inductively. Namely, if we fix j+k=n-i, we get for j= l,..., n-i-1 

Using the antisymmetry of the bracket and the fact that we have already proved that [x/,x,-l] 
=~l~n-J=[~I,~n-I]=O for I= 1 ,...,i- 1, the sum of these equations is 

(n-i-1) [XiJn-il+ [Yi,Yn-il+ [Zi,Zn-il =O. 
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From this equation, together with its cyclic permutations, it is simple linear algebra to show 
that [Xi,X,-i]=[Yi,yn-i]=[zi,z,_i]=O. 

give 
(2) The Jacobi identity for Xi, Xi, and rk with i+ j + k=n and the induction hypothesis 

[Xifij+kl = [xjai+k] mod P”-‘. 

Hence [Xi,JJj]=Zn mod P-’ for i+ j=n. 0 

IV. REALIZATIONS OF SO(~) 

A. Lax pair of the Landau-Lifshitz equation 

Once we have found the structure of the prolongation algebra of the Landau-Lifshitz 
equation we can easily reconstruct the Lax pair found by Sklyanin (cf. Ref. 2)) 

aw 
z=LW, &w=Mw, 

1 2 

with xl =x, x2= --it and 

3 3 

M=i c 
4,y= 1 

z,o, Sp S, &‘@+2zlz~3 2 zi ‘S,a, , 
a=1 

c*=(Yf i), c2=(p J, cT3=(A 01). 

(104 

(lob) 

In Eq. (lob) c?@’ is the complete antisymmetric tensor and the spectral parameters (z1,z2,z3) 
satisfy 

z,--z$=i( j,- j,) (cr,B=1,2,3). (1oc) 

In order to reconstruct this Lax pair from the prolongation structure we notice that a 
matrix representation of SO(~) can be obtained by taking x= -$a,, y= -$b2, z= -$a3. 
Choosingp4=ps=0 andpl,p2,p3 as in Rq. (9), formula (5) exactly yields the Lax pair (lo), 
if we take x1 = -x, xz=it, zl=$~t, z2=&iv2 and z3=$u3. The spectral condition (1Oc) directly 
follows from condition (2) in this case. 

B. Related systems of equations 

If we consider the vector fields 

x=w3aW2-w2aW,, y=w,a u3 - W3aw, , Z=W2aw,-Wlaw2, (11) 

then it is obvious that x, y, and z satisfy the relations of so( 3). Thus taking pl , p2, p3 as in Rq. 
(9), p4=ps=0, combining Eqs. (5) and (3) yield the following system of related equations: 

w,=wx vs, 

w,=wx V(SXS,) + V(vwXS), 
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where W= (wl,w2,wJ) and V=diag(vl,v2,q). Notice that the integral manifolds of Eq. (11) 
are spheres 1 W 1 =c>O. Thus we may require that W satisfy the condition 1 W 1 = 1. 

This system can be used to compute auto-Blcklund transformations of the Landau- 
Lifshitz equation as follows. Suppose that S>s a solution of the Landau-Lif@z equation ( 1 h 
then we are looking for a new solution S=S( S,W) of Eq. ( 1) where St= @3. Substituting S 
into Eq. ( 1) will give rise to an overdetermined system, which may be solved to give the desired 
Biicklund transformation. In this case, unfortunately, solving the overdetermined system is 
extremely hard, especially due to the sphere conditions I S I = I W I = 1, and we do not know if 
it admits a nontrivial solution. 
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